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Textiles Design Guide
What are fashion accessories for?

The panel below shows the needs that fashion accessories

may meet.

Keeping warm Looking smart

Looking casual

Keeping cool

Keeping

comfortable

Making a

statement

Keeping safe

Keeping dry
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A wide range of different products

The panel below contains information about fashion accessories. It is divided into three parts. Part

1 lists different types of fashion accessories. You may be surprised at how many there are. Part 2

shows where on the body fashion accessories are worn or used. Part 3 identifies the sorts of thing

you may need to take into account when designing fashion accessories.

Part 1

Possible fashion accessories:

Hats gloves scarves bands slippers/ wraps umbrellas ties

shoes /parasols

Head- bags hankies fibre wigs fabric fabric fabric/dresses

dresses and pieces flowers fans fibre body

adornments

Part 2

Where fashion accessories are worn:

on feet

on head/hair

round shoulders

round neck

on back

on wrists

on elbows

on knees

on front

on hands

round waist

across chest

Part 3

Things you may need to consider:

the weather

the intensity of activity

the occasion

the type of activity

the ages of likely users

preferences of likely users

ease of care

resistance to wear, tear, grime and wet

likely cost

Thinking about fashion accessories
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Questions to help your designing

By thinking about the following questions you

can decide on the right sort of fabric.

✛ Where, when and how often will it be used?

✛ Is the item intended for heavy or light wear?

✛ How long is it reasonable to expect it to last?

✛ What will happen to it after disposal?

✛ What is the aftercare requirement – daily;

now and then, wash, dry clean, wipe?

By thinking about the following questions you

can decide on the style.

✛ What is the image requirement: basic, up-

market, group or cultural identity, smart,

casual, symbolic?

✛ What aesthetic considerations are there?

You should be able to say something about

each of the following:

✛ form, scale and proportions;

✛ colour, texture, pattern, contrasts and

harmonies.

By thinking about the following questions you

can make commercial decisions.

✛ What is the scale of manufacture?

✛ Are you making a one-off or a short run?

✛ How will you control quality at all stages of

the manufacturing process?

✛ How and where will the item be sold?

✛ At what price will the item be sold?

✛ What is the likely profit margin?

✛ What fibre/fabric properties do you need?

The panel here indicates some of the properties

and qualities that might be needed by textiles

used for fashion accessories. You can find out

which textiles have these properties from the

Fabric Properties Chooser Charts which you

can download from the Free Resource section.

Stretchability

Moisture

absorbency

Drape

Cleanliness

and washability

Resistance to the

weather

Thickness Opacity Stiffness

and

stability

    Thermal Thermal insulation or

    reflection or insulation or dissipation

    absorption

Fire resistance

Shrink Resistance to Ability to take dyes

resistance decay or colouring
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A flat chest was
considered fashionable
in the 192Os. The sash
emphasizes a low hip
line, causing the diagonal
visual body lines to cross
lower down the body,
thus not emphasizing
the chest.

Important considerations

It is important to think carefully about the effect

of the accessory on the appearance of the user.

Men, women and children are proportioned

differently. Men tend to have wider shoulders

and narrower hips than women. Children have

big heads compared with their body size, and

toddlers don’t have waists. The relationship

between the shoulder width and the hip width

determines the position of the visual centre.

The sash on a kimono
raises the visual waist
level. Therefore the hip
level is de-emphasized
and the diagonal lines
cross in line with the
edge of the kimono
wrap

The visual centre on the body is governed by
the relationship between hip and shoulder width

Designing for all

When you are designing accessories, think

carefully about the range of users. Your

products will not have a large sales potential if

you aim for too narrow a market.

Overall, accessories are a large market area.

But as individual items they are also

‘specialized’; that is, they are often only sold in

specialist accessory shops or in one small area

of a general clothing store. To ensure that your

design has maximum appeal in this limited

market, ask yourself the following questions.

✛ Will my accessory be easy to use or wear?

✛ Will it enhance the body image of a wide

range of people and therefore appeal to a

wide range of people?

✛ Will my accessory have good display appeal?

✛ Will my accessory be easy to store, not easy

to lose, and safe?

✛ Will my accessory ‘fit’ with other products it

might be intended to be used or worn with?

Some accessories make

statements about a limited

number of likely users
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